We give a convergence theorem for the difference approximation for the evolution equation (d/dt)u(t) e Au(t) and a generation theorem of nonlinear semigroups for "directed" dissipative operators A in a real Hilbert space.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the evolution equation (DE) (d/dt)u(t)GAu(t), tG[0,T)
for a given (multivalued) nonlinear operator A in a real Hilbert space. After a pioneering work of Kömura [4] , many authors have treated the generation of nonlinear semigroups having dissipative or codissipative operator as generators. Our main purpose is to introduce a notion of directed L-dissipative operators as a generalization of codissipative operators and to give a convergence theorem for difference approximations for (DE) and a generation theorem of nonlinear semigroups through it. In § 1 we state definitions and a convergence theorem for difference approximation for (DE) and the proofs are given in §2. In §3 we give a generation theorem of nonlinear semigroups through the convergence theorem in § 1.
Definitions and convergence of difference approximations
Let 77 be a real Hilbert space with inner product (•, •) and norm || • ||. Let A be a (multivalued) operator in 77 with domain D(A) and range R(A). We say that A is directed L-dissipative if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) for every X > 0, (1 -XA)~l is a single valued operator.
(ii) (x -y ,x -y) < L(\\x -y||)||x -v|| for x, y g D(A) , x G Ax and y G A y , where L is an increasing continuous function such that L(0) /' Jo equals zero and satisfies the condition -i dt/L(t) = oo. 'o (iii) {x -x", Xx') < 0 for X > 0, x G D(A), x G Ax, x -Xx G D(A) and x" G A(x -Xx').
We note that the condition (iii) is an analogue to that of "temporal analyticity" in Furuya [2] . Our main theorem is the following: Proof. Let x'n+x g Axn+X . Let p be a nonnegative integer. Choose y^,"+1)_p Ĝ y/(n+1)_p such that y/(n+x)_p =y/("+1)_p_1 + ky',(n+l)_p . Then
+ Pk2\\y'/{n+x)_p\\2 iorp = 0,1,2,...,/-!.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Choose x'n+x G Axn+X such that xn = xn+x -hx'n+x . Then, for any x'n G Axn =
Thus the following estimates hold:
(4) llOl < Kll < Mx0|.
(5) \\xn+l-xn\\ = \\hx'n+l\\<h\Ax0\.
From (3), using (4), (5), (6) and (ii) we have
< 2kL(\\xn-y/n\\ + Mh)(\\xn-y/n\\ + Mh) + Mpk2.
Adding these inequalities for p = 0,1,2, ... , / -1, we get \\xn+x-y/(n+X)\\2-\\xn-y/n\\2 < 2hL(\\xn -y/n\\ + Mh)(\\xn -y/n\\ + Mh) + M/(/ -l)k2/2 <2hL(\\xn-y/n\\ + Mh)(\\xn-y/n\\+Mh) + Mh2.
In addition, if \\xn -y/n\\ > e > 2Mh , then using (6) we have K+i->V(,,+i)ll2-IK->yJ2 = (11*,,+, -y/{n+1)\\ -IK->vJ)(lk+i -^(«+1)11 + IK->vJ)
> (IK+, -»<"+i)ll -IK ->vJ)(IK -y,JI +m. 
Generation of nonlinear semigroups
Let A be a directed L-dissipative operator in 77 satisfying the condition (Rl). Following Benilan [1] , we define an integral solution u to the Cauchy problem: It is easy to see that the limit function u as in Theorem 1 is an integral solution to (CPT;uQ), and satisfies (8) \v(t) -u(t)\\ -\\v(s) -u(s)\\ < fsL(\\v(x) -u(x)\\)dx, 0 < s < t < T, for any integral solution v(t) to (CPT ; v0). Such a solution is called a mild solution of (CPT ; u0). Lemma 3.1. Let u(t) = u(t,u0) be the limit function as in Theorem 1, and v(t) = v(t,vQ) be a mild solution to (CPT;v0), then (9) lim \\v(t,Vr.) -u(t,un)\\ = 0 uniformly on [0,T).
Il"o-"ol|-»0
In particular, if v0 = u0 then v(t) = u(t).
Proof. Putting 5 = 0 in (8), Hence I™ \\u(tn,x )-u(t,x)\\ <e.
«->oo " "
Remark. Let X be a real Banach space. In the case A is a continuous mapping from a subset of [a,b) x X (a < b < oo) into X, Iwamiya has given a result which guarantees existence and uniqueness of solutions under a weaker condition than (ii) in § 1 (see [3] 
